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Schlegeis3000: Breathtaking Running Event in Zillertal 

On July 21st and 22nd, 2023, the spectacular Schlegeis3000 Trail Running Event will take place at Schlegeis 

Reservoir in Zillertal. Organized by the Mountainheroes Zillertal Association, the event promises to be an 

unforgettable experience for runners and spectators alike. 

Nestled in the impressive landscape of the Zillertal Alps at an altitude of 1,800 meters, the Schlegeis3000 

race provides a unique backdrop for participants. The trail running routes run along the Schlegeis Reservoir, 

offering breathtaking panoramic views of the main Alpine ridge. Both professional athletes and hobby 

runners can experience their personal highlights here. 

The event consists of various races: 

Vertical Race: 

The Vertical Race will start at 3:00 PM on July 21st, 2023. With a distance of 4.9 km and an elevation 

difference of 1100 m, with the finish line at the 2905-meter-high Riepenkopf, this race is a true test for 

ascent specialists. 

Skyrace and Trail Run: 

On July 22nd, 2023, the Skyrace and Trail Run will start at 7:00 AM and 8:00 AM respectively. The Skyrace, 

with a distance of 34 km and an elevation difference of 2380 m, presents an outstanding challenge for both 

professionals and ambitious hobby runners. On the other hand, the Trail Run offers a unique experience for 

hobby runners and speed hikers, with a length of 17 km and an elevation difference of 1200 m on the 

breathtaking panoramic mountain trails of Zillertal. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The Schlegeis3000 is one of the trail running highlights of 2023 and includes participation in the renowned 

Skyrunner World Series, the Vertical Austria Series (Austrian National Championship), the Skyrunner Austria 

Series, and the ASTA Trail Running Cup. As part of the international Skyrunning World Series, organized by 

the International Skyrunning Federation (ISF) and comprising 13 races worldwide, the Schlegeis3000 

represents a special highlight of the event. 

The Schlegeis3000 Skyrace attracts the world's top athletes, who compete in one of the most technically 

demanding Skyraces in Europe. They vie for the prestigious Schlegeis Trophy and a total prize money of 

€6,000. 

Accommodations for the event are available in the Mayrhofen-Hippach holiday region, which offers a wide 

range of options from guesthouses, hotels, and inns to vacation rentals and houses. The distance to the 

event venue is approximately 12 km from Ginzling and about 20 km from Mayrhofen. 

The Schlegeis3000 is more than just a running event; it is a spectacle that captivates both runners and 

spectators alike. 

Registrations for the Vertical and Trail Run routes are still possible until shortly before the event! For more 

information, visit the event website at www.schlegeis3000.run. 

 

More Informationen & Registration on  www.schlegeis3000.run/en/  

Info Skyrunning World Series: www.skyrunnerworldseries.com   

Info Skyrunning Austria Series and Austrian Championship – Vertical: www.atra.club/skyrunning  

Pictures: 

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/yz8zidcxu1fh7uf7zyhbc/h?dl=0&rlkey=29mgld9m2fwby0unaibfhv5td   

 

Press Contact:  info@schlegeis3000.run   


